
What 
might this 
be?

One of the tests we will be taking is the inkblot test. Have U heard of it or ever taken it. 
OK, weve done them all. Now were going to go back thru the cards again. I want to see the things U saw & 
make sure I C them as U do. 1 @ a time I’ll read what U said then I want U 2 show me where it is on the blot 
and what made it LL that 2U.  For some it may seem kind of silly for me to ask U the same question over and 
over again even when it may seem obvious, but I need to understand what made the blot look that way to U. and 
I need to see it exactly the way that you did OK?

Subjects Initials:                        Date:    11.25.2009                     Card Number I 

Age:  38                  Female                   Examiner:  Levi Breuer 

Orientation Response Inquiry Location

(1) Wolf (Laughs) or a cat, not 
a mouse, or a tiger, no just a 
wolf or a cat. That’s it.  
{Encouraged to offer more 
response} Definitely ll some 
sort of an animal.

(1)( USUS “” WMLL?) It’s more of a cat. These {points} are the 
eyes, the nose is small, usually the nose is small, these could be 
whiskers, and these are the ears. (“Small Nose?”) It’s small in 
relationship to the rest of the face. The white part is the whiskers 
and the shaded area too. (“Whiskers?”) *Only because it sort of fits 
with the rest of the picture. It would be the most obvious thing to 
be. (“Shaded Area?”)  If it’s an area of light, if light was shining 
down, it wouldn’t be seen as much, but the edge of the whiskers 
would be seen as more brighter. (“Cat?”) Just the face of the cat.  !  

W



(2) Someone holding a mask. 
LL it’s been painted. {“The 
cat/wolf or mask”} The cat or 
whatever I said. Did I say 
wolf? No, not a wolf, just a cat 
or whatever I said. LL it’s been 
painted by a person of the age 
of…. Certainly not the age of 
five, because I work with 
children. I’m just trying to 
figure this out. Certainly not a 
five-year-old.

(2)(USUS “” WMLL?) Nobody’s holding it. Nobody holding it. It 
just lying down on some sort of surface because I don’t see 
someone is holding it up, but it looks like it is being held up. It 
doesn’t ll it’s being laying down. This part looks illuminated and if 
it’s laying down you wouldn’t see the light shining on it. The eyes, 
nose and whiskers look lit up because there is white in the midst of 
black. The whiskers don’t really look like whiskers but I’m just 
saying that because I can’t figure out what it may be. (“Mask?”) 
because it doesn’t look real, like it was made by somebody. 
(“Painted?”)  because it has little droppings on the sides {laughs}
It’s intended to be a mask, now it has be cut out. The edges have to 
be cut out to make it a mask.   

(3) So that makes nine cards left. This 
looks like something you do with your 
three year old. A science/art project. We 
fold the paper in half. But this doesn’t ll 
a butterfly. Do I have to day what it ll? 
{Just what might this be} 2 bears 
kissing. 

(3) ( USUS “” WMLL?) 2 Elephants, I said 2 bears 
originally, but it’s 2 elephants. This ll more like the nose 
of an elephant, you know the tusk and this is the mirror 
image of it. (I’m not sure I understand, you said kissing 
and now your saying the mirror image?) They all look like 
the mirror image. I’m going to back with what I said. 2 
bears kissing. 

Location -just black area, no red 
area used. 

!
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(4) So basically all these inkblots are 
what I do with my kids (laughs) LL 2 
ladies or animals, because of the shape 
of these feet, playing a spinning game 
(makes a spinning motion with her 
hand)This stuff in the middle {referring 
to the red butterfly}, the red I’m not 
looking at .I’m looking just at the black, 
they could be dancing.  

Your hand must be very tired by now (laughs) (“USUS “” 
WMLL?”) I don’t like these black ones. They are both 
dancing and playing with toys. They are holding 
something while dancing. (“Shape of their feet”?) but they 
could be pumps like high heels. In that case they would be 
two ladies dancing. (“dancing?”) Because their bodies are 
stretched out like they are moving. Normally we don’t 
stand like that unless we are in the middle of doing 
something. (“ladies?”) Their shape. (“What about their 
shape?”) They have breasts and they are wearing high heel 
shoes. 

(5) I’m ignoring the stuff in the middle. 
It ll a dog sitting down. He has floppy 
ears. I don’t know how to explain the 
stuff on top. Maybe he just has a lot of 
hair on the top. Maybe the middle are 
sexual organs. 

(5) (USUS “” WMLL)  Floppy ears and pays. (“Sitting 
Down?”) The way his feet are outwards, they way they are 
shaped and they are leaning outwards. I don’t really know 
how to explain it. (“Hair on the top?”) A lot of digs like 
have this. Like a poodle. I’ve seen lots of dogs like this 
growing up. Some of the hair on the top, on the sides are 
fluffy, they flow with the rest of it. (“Fluffy?”) Looks like 
it’s brushed to the side. (“Sexual Organ?”) because it’s in 
the place where it would be. It looks like a big male 
sexual organ. (“Tell me more about it”) It’s unattractive.  

Location- Just black area. 
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(6) {responds immediately} A bat. I’ve 
never seen a bat in person . I’ve seen it 
on TV and that’s what it looks like. I 
just saw the movie the new moon and I 
like it a lot, but I prefer the first one, the 
twilight because Edward was more in 
it., but he doesn’t turn into a bat. So I’m 
just sort of side tracking here.  

(6) (“USUS “” WMLL) The shape. This is the ears and the 
shape of the wings {points} and the feet. 

(7) I have know idea (Laughs) A 
squirrel standing on top of something. I 
can’t explain the big section. I can only 
understand the small part, which looks 
like a squirrel or a beaver, or even a 
firefly. Is that enough? (“It’s up to you, 
we are not in a rush”)  I’m trying to say 
something about the middle part, maybe 
it’s a mother squirrel holding it’s arms 
out for the squirrel to come give it a 
hug. 

(7) (USUS “” WMLL?) It doesn’t ll it. It could even be a 
lizard. If it was a lizard you couldn’t explain the side, the 
arms, so it would be more like a squirrel- he arms and the 
whiskers I guess. (“Mother Squirrel”?)It doesn’t ll a 
squirrel. It ll a mother holing her hands to give it a hug. It 
certainly doesn’t ll a squirrel. It could be a bear. Here are 
the hands {points} I don’t like this picture. 
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(8) 2 little girls facing each other with 
arms towards the side on a merry go 
round, or what do you call that… on a 
balancing beam… not that’s not it… a 
see-saw. They must be sisters because it 
ll their mother dressed them the same 
way with their hair up. 

(8) (“USUS “” WMLL?”) Their shape of their bodies. 
Their hair is flying up in the air. It’s something a little girl 
would do. (“Little?”) Looks smaller than an adult. (“See-
Saw?”) It ll lit it’s a balancing beam. Like a see-saw going 
up and down. Not the regular see-saw. A small version of 
one. It could be stationary. It ll something that could go up 
and down.   

(9) Or it could be a little girl looking in 
the mirror 

(9) (“USUS “” WMLL”) They are the mirror image of 
each other                            W 
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(10) Colorful, I ll a sailboat- the grey 
part. And the green part ll a sailboat and 
on the sides the red parts ll 2 rats. I had 
a lot of rats in my apartment last year it 
was very difficult to get rid of them and 
I wrote a letter and they painted my 
apartment. The bottom part I can’t seem 
to explain the bottom part. I said rats… 
Did I say mice? They ll rats. The rats 
seem to be holding up the sailboat. The 
bottom part could be the anchor of the 
sailboat. 

(10) (“USUS “” WMLL?) The top of the sailboat. The 
sails are out. It’s pointed. The green and grey are both the 
sailboat. They are two parts of the sailboat. (“Green 
part?”) The flaps of the sailboat. I’m not that familiar with 
sailboats, so whatever I tell you is based on what I think 
sailboats look like. (“Rats?”) Their shape. Their bigger 
than a mouse. They have hair on them. (“Hair?”) They 
look sort of fat. I don’t know if they are sailing on the 
sailboat, but they are definitely attached to it. The hair is 
fluffy on the edges, it’s not even. (“Anchor?”) It doesn’t 
actually ll an anchor. It’s more of whit its doing to the 
boat.  

(11) Another colorful one. It’s always 
nice to see color. Umm (10 seconds) 
Well I ca see feet on the green part so it 
ll it some part of animal as well {rotates 
90 degrees but then rotates back and 
stays that way for the rest of the 
response) It ll a wild animal- the green 
part. Again I can’t seem to explain the 
orange or red. 

(11) (“USUS “” WMLL?”) Why are they all like this? The 
green part has funny toes and a tail so that for sure makes 
it an animal.  
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(12) The Orange I’m not sure what they 
are but they are sword fighting. 

________________________________ 
(13) It also ll an animal on a skidoo. 
(laughs)   

_______________________________________________ 

(12) (USUS “” WMLL?”)  The orange part- I don’t know 
what they are, but they are sword fighting.   

_______________________________________________ 
(13) (USUS “” WMLL?”) It ll chipmunks Their shape of 
the face and their toes and they are tall, but chipmunks 
have longer tails, so I don’t know. (“Skidoos?”) The 
Skadoos is the red part. Thes little… I don’t know how to 
explain things… The shape of it It ll a skidoo. They are on 
a bike- here are the… not sure what you call it… I guess 
the arms of the skidoo  



(14) On the bottom it could be 2 hearts 
pumping. Is that enough (Whatever your 
able to share) Okay… I guess the more 
the better. (14) (USUS “” WMLL?) Couldn’t think of anything else. 

They ll internal organs. (“Pumping?”) The round parts 
they look healthy- like they are healthy and pumping. 
(“Healthy?”) Because they are red (“Pumping”?) because 
healthy hearts would pump. It kind of ll it’s pumping on 
the blot.  

(15) The blue part looks like a water 
painting. I like painting. 

(15) (USUS “” WMLL?) That’s just what it looks like to 
me.  



16) {Note card was accidentally handed 
to the patient upside down} Boy it gets 
more and more complicated. Well they 
are blue on the sides, they ll crabs  

________________________________ 
(17) The two eyes, the yellow in the 
middle of the picture is two eyes 

________________________________ 

(18) The green part ll a monkey doing a 
circus act.  

(16) (“USUS “” WMLL?) Blue are crabs. (Blue Crabs?) 
No just regular crabs 

______________________________________________ 
(17) (“USUS “” WMLL?) 2 eyes because they have an 
outer, they have an iris and a pupil.  

______________________________________________ 

(18) (“USUS “” WMLL?) Arms are really high up. LL 
he’s doing a show for people (“He?”) Male- Just I 
identified a monkey as a male. (“Circus act?”) Arms are 
really high up like he’s doing some sort of dance for other 
people.  

!  

!  
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Favorite Card- #10 b/c it was detailed and colorful and it had a lot of information on it  
Least Favorite Card- #6- I understand it the least. I couldn’t make out what I was seeing  


